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ABSTRACT 
Matrices of composed type consisting of a Vandermonde and a Cauchy part and 
their connection to rational interpolation are investigated. An inversion formula is 
presented, and fast solution algorithms with O(n log’ n) complexity for Cauchy- 
Vandermonde systems are developed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To start with let us introduce some notation. For a given 
E C”, let V,(c) denote the n X k Vandermonde matrix 
vector c = (cj); 
For two vectors c E @” and d = (dj)i for which ci # dj (i = 1, . . . , n; 
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j = I..., E), let C(c, d) denote the Cauchy matrix 
1 1 
~ . . . ~ 
Cl - d, Cl - dl 
C(c,d) = { 
1 i 
___ . . . - 
cn - 4 C” - 4 
The matrices under considerations are of the form 
A = [C(c>d) V&)], (1.1) 
where k + 1 = n and the components of c and of d are pairwise distinct. In 
what follows matrices (1.1) will be called Cauchy-Vandermonde matrices, or 
briefly CV matrices. 
CV matrices appear in connection with rational interpolation problems, as 
will be shown in Section 2, but also in connection with numerical solution of 
singular integral equations [6]. They were studied in the paper [2], where the 
method of W reduction developed in [5] was the main tool of investigation. 
Also in [2], inversion formulas and inversion algorithms with O(n’> complex- 
ity were presented. 
In the present paper we utilize the connection between CV matrices and 
rational interpolation. This leads to a more instructive and complete inversion 
formula. More precisely, it turns out that A -’ is closely related to the 
transposed matrix A?‘ via the relation 
(1.2) 
where D, and D, are diagonal matrices and H(s) is a triangular Hankel 
matrix. Moreover, the entries of these matrices can be expressed in terms of 
the vectors c and d. 
The formula (1.2) allows us to construct fast solution algorithms for 
systems 
Ax=!4 (I.31 
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and 
Arx = y. (1.4) 
We show that there are algorithms with O(n log’ n> complexity for sequen- 
tial and with O(n) complexity for parallel computers with O(n) processors. 
The fact that Cauchy systems can be solved with O(n log2 n) complexity 
has been already noted in the literature (see [lo, 81). It is related to the 
so-called Trummer’s problem, which asks for the complexity of the multipli- 
cation of a Cauchy matrix by a vector (see [3, 41). 
2. CV MATRICES AND INTERPOLATION 
The equation (1.3) is closely related to the following interpolation problem. 
PROBLEM I. We are given complex numbers yi, dj (i = 1, . . , n; j = 
1,. , I), and ask for x = (x,>; E @” such that the rational function 
meets the conditions 
F(ci) = Yi (i = l,...,n). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
The following fact is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The vector x is a solution of (1.3), y = ( y,);, $ and 
only if x is a solution of Problem I. 
For completeness let us show that equation (1.4) can also be interpreted 
as an interpolation problem. Clearly, (1.4) can be written as the two equations 
and 
c(c, d)% = w (2.3) 
V,(c)‘x = 2, (2.4) 
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where w = (y,):, z = (Y~+~)!. W e introduce the rational function 
f(A)= t”I 
j+ cj - A’ 
Then (2.3) is equivalent to the interpolation conditions 




f(A) = f,hP + fp + .*a 
is the Laurent series expansion at infinity for f(A), then (2.4) is satisfied if 
and only if f; = -Y~+~ (i = 1,. . . , ii). Thus we arrived at the following 
problem. 
PROBLEM II. We are given complex numbers yi, ci (i = 1,. . , n> and 
dj (j = 1,. . , I>, and ask for x = (xi>: E C” such that f(A) defined by (2.5) 
fulfills (2.6) and yl+ r, . . . , yn are the first coefficients of the Laurent series 
expansion of -f(A) at infinity. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The vector x 
only if x is a solution of Problem II. 
3. INVERSION FORMULA 
is a solution of (1.4, y = (y,);, if and 
In this section we deduce an inversion formula for matrices (1.1). For this 
we utilize the connection between the equation (1.3) and Problem I. 
Introduce the polynomial 
(3.1) 
Then any function F(A) of the form (2.1) admits a representation F(A) = 
p(A)/h(A), where p(A) is a polynomial with deg p(A) < n. Now (2.2) is 
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equivalent to 
PC’,> = YihCci) (i = l,...,n), (3.2) 
which is a classical Lagrange interpolation problem. Introducing the 
polynomial 
g(A) = f?p - 4 
its solution can be written as follows: 
(3.3) 
For the first I coefficients xj in (2.1) we get 
Ptdj) gCdj) n ’ c h(ci) 'j= WC- h’(d,) i=l d, myi (j = 1,. . .) 1). (3.4) 
The remaining coefficients xj (j = 1 + 1, . . . , n) are obtained by polyno- 
mial division. Introducing u(A) = Cj= r xl+j Aj- r , we have 
PC A) = h( A)4 A) + 4 A) (3.5) 
for a certain polynomial r(A) with deg r(A) < 1. Denoting 
p(A) = 2 pihi-‘, 
2+1 n+l 
h(A) = c hihi-‘, g(A) = c giA”-‘, 
i=l i=l i=l 
and comparing coefficients, we get the equivalence of (3.5) to the equation 
fi = T(h)u, (3.6) 
where 6 = ( P,>;+~, u = (xl+ ,):, and T(h) denotes the k X k triangular 
184 
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T(h) = 
1’. : 
Moreover, for a given vector s = <si>: we denote by H(s) the Hankel matrix 
Now we are in a position to prove the following inversion formula. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be the CV matrix o!ejned by (1.1). Then A is 
regular, and its inverse IS given by 
A-l = [ -%l H;s)]ATD2. (3.7) 
where D,, D, are the diagonal matrices 
and s = <si>,” is the solution ofT(h)s = S, g = (gl+l+l)f=l. 
Proof. First let us prove the nonsingularity of A. The equality Ax = 0 is 
equivalent to F(ci) = 0 (i = 1,. . . , n) for the function @.I), which implies 
p(ci) = 0 (i = 1,. . , n) for the numerator p(h) of F(h). Since deg p < n 
we get p(h) = 0; consequently, 1c = 0 and the regularity is proved. 





(U E cl, UE Ck) 
be a solution of (1.3). Then (3.4) can be written in the form 
u = -D,C(c,dy”D2y. (3.8) 
It remains to establish the equality 
u = H(s)Vk( #Da y. (3.9) 
The equalities (3.8) and (3.9) together provide (3.7). 
In order to prove (3.9) we compare the first k coefficients of the Laurent 
series expansions at infinity of 
(3.10) 
Let p(h)/g(A) = w,A-’ -t w,h-’ + 0.. and w = <wi)f. Then (3.10) 
implies 
w = V,(c)rD,y. (3.11) 
Furthermore, we obtain from (3.10) 
p(A) = [wpr’ + ..a +w,A+ + o(A-k)]g(A). 
Comparing the coefficients in this relation, we get 
F = H(i)w. 
The equalities (3.6), (3.11), and (3.12) lead to 
(3.12) 
u = T(h)-rH(g)V,(c)rD,y. 
It remains to check that T(h)-‘H( g) = H(s) to get (3.9) and therefore (3.7). 
H 
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COROLLARY 3.1. In case k = 0 (1 = n) we get the following inversion 
formula for Cauchy matrices: 
C(c,d)_’ = -D,C(c, dy-D,. (3.13) 
In case 1 = 0 (k = n) we get 
V,(c)-’ = H(s)V,(cyD-‘, (3.14) 
where s = (gi+l>F, D = diag(g’(ci), . . , g’(c,)). 
Formulas for the inverse of Vandermonde matrices coming from the 
Lagrange form of the interpolating polynomial are well known; see e.g. [9]. 
Inversion formulas of the form (3.13), (3.14) have been already presented in 
[5, II, 2.3, 2.41. The formula (3.13) can be found (in another form) in [7]. 
For the future it seems to be of interest to describe all matrices the 
inverses of which equal their transposes up to diagonal and triangular Hankel 
factors. 
Let us note a representation of Cauchy matrices, which is as far as we 
know new. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The n X n Cauchy matrix Ccc, d) admits the 
representation 
C(c,d) = D;‘V,,(c)H(h)V,(d)T, (3.15) 
where h = (hi+ 1>; is the vector of the coefficients of h(A), D, = 
diag(h(c,), . . , h(c,,)). 
Proof. We make use of the above arguments for the case k = 0. 
Suppose that C(c, d)x = y. Then (3.2) holds and 
P(d,) 
‘i = h’(di)’ 
This relation and (3.2) can be written in the form 
V,(c)p = D,Y, v,(d)p = D,x, 
D, = diag(h’(di), . . , h’(d,)). 
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This implies 
C( c, d) = 0; ‘V,( c)V,( d) -’ D,. 
Replacing V,,(d)- ’ according to (3.141, we get (3.15). 
4. ALGORITHMS 
In this section we discuss how the inversion formula (3.7) can be utilized 
to solve the equations (1.3) and (1.4). 0 ur main result will be the following. 
THEOREM 4.1. An equation of the form (1.3) or (1.4) can be solved with 
O(n log2 n) complexity on a sequential computer with O(n) complexity on an 
n-processor parallel computer. 
Now we are going to prove this assertion. 
To compute the solution x = A-‘y or x = (AT)-’ y with the help of 
(3.7) we need the following procedures: 
(1) Formation of a polynomial from its roots [to get g(h) and h(h)]. 
(2) Computation of n (or 1) values of a given polynomial (to get D, and 
D2). This means the multiplication of a column vector by a Vander- 
monde matrix. 
(3) Multiplication of a column vector by a triangular Hankel matrix [H(s)]. 
(4) Solution of a triangular Toeplitz system [to get s]. 
(5) M lt’pl’ t’ u 1 rca ion of a column vector by a Cauchy matrix. 
(6) Multiplication of a column vector by a transposed Vandermonde 
matrix. 
The remaining computations have complexity O(n) for sequential and 
O(1) for parallel computers. 
Leg ai be the amount of computation required for the evaluation of 
the n unknowns of problem (i), i = 1,. . . ,6. We show now that the 
complexity for solving each of these six problems is equal or less than stated 
in Theorem 4.1. 
(1): The formation of g(A) = l-f:= r(h - ci) can be reduced to the for- 
mation of g,(A) = fIKr(A - ci> and g2(h) = n;_,,+,(h - ci> followed by 
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the multiplication g(A) = g,(A)gz(A). We choose m as the integer part of 
n/2. If the multiplication is carried out with the help of the FFT, it requires 
O(n log n> flops (see e.g. 111). Thus we get a recursion 
LYi(R) =2cX, ; 
( i 
+ O(nlog n). 
This leads to al(n) = O(n log’ n> for sequential computation. 
In parallel processing it is recommended to compute g(A) by classical 
recursion via 
gl(A) = A -c,> gk+‘(A) = g”(A)(A - ck+l). 
In that way g”(A) = g(A) is evaluated in n steps with n processors. 
(2): An O(n log’- > n procedure to compute n values of a polynomial with 
degree n is presented in [I]. The idea is to apply a divide and conquer 
strategy, which means the reduction to two problems of size about n/2 and 
O(n log n) flops. Let us briefly describe this. 
Suppose we have to compute h(ci) (i = 1,. . , n), where h(A) is a 
polynomial of degree < n. Let g(A), g,(A), gZ(A) be the polynomials intro- 
duced in (1). We make two polynomial divisions 
h(A) = d%(A) + h,(A), h(A) = p(A)gdA) + h(A), (4.1) 
where deg h,(A) < m, deg h,(A) < n - m. Now we have 
h(ci) = 
h,(c,), i = 1,. . ., m, 
h,(q), i=m+ l,...,n. 
For m = [n/2] we get that a,(n) equals 2a,(n/21 plus the amount for 
polynomial division. It remains to show that this amount is at most O(?Z log n>. 
For polynomial division one can apply Cooks algorithm (see [1]>, which 
has just complexity O(n log n). But it is also possible to reduce polynomial 
division to the problems (3) and (4). Let us show this. Suppose that 
h(A) = 5 hiA’, g,(A) = F a,A”, 
i=O i=O 
n - tn 77-l 
q(A) = C qiA”> h,(A) = c riih’. 
i=O i=O 
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for m > k(n + 11, and similar equations for m < i(n + 1). In order to get 
q(h) we have to solve the triangular Toeplitz system (4.21, and to get h,(h) 
we have to multiply a vector by triangular Toeplitz matrices, which is in 
principle problem (3). In parallel processing the multiplication of a vector by 
a matrix requires, clearly, O(n) steps if n processors are provided. 
(3): The multiplication 
means to take the first n coefficients of a( h)u( A), where a( A) = Cj’= l al hj- ‘, 
u(h) = C’!= Iujhj-l. Using the FFT, this can be done with O(n log n) flops. 
In paralle i processing only O(log n) flops are required to compute a product 
of polynomials if the FFT is utilized. It remains to note that multiplication of 
the equality above from the left by J = [ rSi,, _j + i]; leads to problem (3). 
(4): Let T be an upper triangular Toeplitz matrix. In order to solve 
TX = y we determine the upper triangular Toeplitz matrix T-i and compute 
T-’ y. Now T-l is given by its last column, which is the solution of Tu = e, 
where e denotes always the last unit vector. We divide T into blocks of 
almost equal size, say here, for simplicity, 
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Then Tu = e is equivalent to 
T,u, = e, u1 = -TL’T,u,. 
That means we reduce the computation of T-r to that of 
multiplications of a vector by a triangular Toeplitz matrix. 
o,(n/2) + O(n log n>, which implies a,(n) = O(n log n>. 
(5): To compute the products y = C(c, d)x, where 
T;’ plus three 
Thus (am = 
we again apply the divide and conquer principle. Start with computing the 
numerator p(A) of 
CL=- P(A) 
j=l A -dj h(h) . 
(4.4) 
Let h,(A) = nT!,(A - dj), h,(h) = n~=,+,(h - dj). In order to get p(A) 
we evaluate pl( A), pz( A) given by 
jgr&=g7 j=c+I&=$$ 
I 1 J 
Then we have p(A) = h,(A)pl(A) + h,(A)p,(A). So we divide the problem 
of size n into two problems of half the size and two polynomial multiplica- 
tions. That means as(n) = 2 (~,(n/2) + O(n log n), which implies a,(n) = 
O(n log2 n). From p(A) we get y = ( y,>: by yi = p(c,)/h(c,) using an 
algorithm described under (2). 
Let us note that an O(n log n> algorithm to compute C(c, d)x was first 
presented in [3]. 
(6): We discuss now the computation of y = V,(dYx, where d = (dj);, 
x = (xi);, y = ( y,>f (k < n). For simplicity we assume k = R. Using ideas 
like those in Section 2, Problem II, we have to compute the numerator 
p(A) = C;=lp,Ai-’ of (4.4). This can be done in the same manner as 
explained under (5). It remains to state that yl, . . , yn are the first coeffi- 
cients of the Laurent series expansion of f(A) = p(A)/h(A) at infinity, i.e. 
f(A) = ylA-’ + Y~A-~ + **a. Comparing coefficients, we obtain that y is 
the solution of 
qqy = p, (4.5) 
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where p = (p,);, and i = (hi+,); d enotes the vector of the last n coeffi- 
cients of h(~). How to solve (4.5) is in principle explained under (4). 
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